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ABSTRACT
This document is a set of guidelinesto aid a programmerin making the j
ivariousdecisionsnecessaryfor a clear user-programmerdialogue. Its goal is
to promotean effectiveand efficienttransferof informationbetween
programmerand user. These guidelinesare divided into four sections:
(I) Format, (2) Sequence,(3) Audience,and (4) Aim.
Format, in terms of this study,means the spatialand structural
presentationof information. In short,this sectiondeals with formal aspects
of organizationand examinesthe issuesof eye span and information
processing,routineplacementof informationon the CRT screen,and meaningful
use of blank space in panel displays.
Althoughthe first sectioncovers the formal qualitiesof a panel
display, in practice--exceptfor menus--panelsappearmost often in series.
Sequencedeals with the proceduralaspectsof multiplepanel displays. This
section looks at the issuesof timelinessof presentation,modularizationof
information,and patternsof user behavior.
The personsto whom a message is addressed--theaudience--arenot passive
receivers. When they decode the message,they createmeaning. Audie,lcelooks
at the relationshipamong "programmer,....user " and "message." It covers the
issuesof analyzingthe audience'sknowledge,attitudes,and needs,
anticipatingthe audience'sinferences,and identifyingtextualambiguities.
The personwho sends the message determinesmany more things abo_ the
communicationthan just the content. The programmer'saim or intentionshows
up in everythingfrom tone to format. Aim considersthe progra_Tner'spurpose
and covers issuesof persona/voice,tone/style,and reader based prose.
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INTRODUCTION I
f
Increasingly,one hears about "user-frlendly"computers. This new
awarenessin modeling proceduresfor the user, particularlyfor the novice
user, comes about for many reasons. The diversificationof the user pool, the
rapid expansionof the small businessand home computermarket, and the
concurrentadvancementand sophisticationin the studyof human behaviorand
in the disciplineof computerscienceare just a sample. Clearly,one can no
longerrely on intuitionand ad hoc method_ in designing. Interactivesystems
must be developedaround--notin spite of-- the capabilitiesand
characteristicsof a user community.
These human factorsconcernsare sometimesexpressedby the demandJlora
meaningful"human-machinedialogue." But this phraseis misleading:the
personificationasks an inanimateobject to accept responsibilityfor its own
design. In thi_ context,the machine is oiiI_a vehiclefor the exchangeof
enhancedinfomation from human to human. So the statementboils duwn to a
need for establishinga dialoguebetween the programmerand thu user.
*AssociateProfessior,Rose-liulmanInstitueof Technology,Terre IIaute,
Indiana.
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To think of the user-progranYner interface as a dialogue is usefu] for
severa| reasons, it reflects the dyn_nic nature of communication. It
identifies the three major element_. in the communication triangle: sender,
receiver, and message. And it admits that the process of communication is a
p_•oductof the relationship of these three. Figure 1 is a mode] based upon
communication theory, It diagrams the various actions and agents involved in
sending a messageand serves as a process model for organizing this document.
WRITER READER
[SENDER) (RECEIVER}
Figure I. - Model of the CommunicationProcess
As you undoubtedlyknow from everydayexperience,sendinga message
requiresa seriesof choices:not only about the message content,but also
about such things as sentencestructure,organization,word choice,tone, and
voice. To make thingsco(_plicated,in most cases these choicesmust be made
concurrently. To make thingseven more co(_plex,thesedecisionsare seldom
clear choices;usuallythey are trade-offswhich requirethe "sender"to
exercisejudgment.
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Thissetof guidelineswillaidyou inmakingthe variousdecisions
necessaryfora clearuser-programerdialogue.Thedocumentcontainsfour
sections:(I)Fomat, (2)Sequence,(3)Audience,and (4)Aim. These
divisionsarenotjusta matterof convenience;theyare functionallyrelated
to thecommunicationmodelpresentedin FigureI.
Thisdocumentusessomethingof a casestudyapproachin itsdevelopment
and appliesthegeneralguidelinesto a singlespecificsystem,the
TransportableApplicationsExecutive(TAE),whichisan interactivesoftware
packagedevelopedat theGoddardSpaceFlightCenterby the Infomation
ExtractionDivision(IED). TAE isa multi-purposeexecutive,whichmay be
installedon a varietyofcomputers.It providestandardsoftwareanduser
interfaces,andis intendedto be a commonfoundationforfuturesystems
supportingtheanalysisof datefromadvancedsatelliteinstruments.
The "User'sManual"describesTAEas "acollectionof 'executive'
programswhichinteractwitha userto managetheexecutionof applications
programs"[addedcCphasls].Clearly,successfuluseof the TAEdependson
effectiveco--nun;cation.User-programmerdialogueforT_ takesplacein four
areas: (I)menuselections,(2)tutordisplay,(3)helpfiles,and (4)error
messdges.
Inthe menumode,the userselectsfro_a setof numberedchoices. This
activateseitheranothcrmenuor thetutormode. Inthe latter,the user
providesa setof numbersor wordsin a prescribedfomat. By doingthis,the
userentersthe parametersfor thatparticularprogramor procedure.Help
files give detailed instructions or explanations for all menu and tutor items.
Errormessagesappearinresponseto incorrectuseractions;theyindicate
whathas gonewrongandhow to recover.
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Fomato for our particular purposes, means ti_e spatial and structural
presentation of information. In short, this sectio,_ 4edls with organization.
Its goal is to pro_ote clear and readable transfer of infon,latton between
programmer and user. In terns of the communication mode] we are working with,
the issues of this section fall into the "encoding" and "message" areas.
WRITER READER
(SENDER) (RECEIVER}
SENDER'S MESSAGE_ MEANING
MEANING DECODED RECEIVED
Figure 2, - _odel of the Communication Process (Format domain)
The ideal state for effective and efficient c_l_unication requires that
the sender and the receiver share a "schema" or image of how information will
be structured. It fails to the programmer to package the information in a
format that is meaningful to the user. To some degree, the u;er can be
trained to recognize and process even the most erratic of patterns, but it is
far easier to make use of pre-existing schoma; The sender can identify these
pre-existing fomats in two ways The more geqeral assessment takes into
account the basic psychological and physiological capabilitie_ of humans. The
second, more specific level, requires the sender to anticipate a specific
user-comunity's knowledge, needs, and attitudes. This section considers the
first level; the section on Audience considers the second.
EYE SPANAND PROCESSING
If you turn a nomal sheet of typingpaper sidewaysand hold it parallel
to your face._ou will have some idea of the change in perspectivethe user
has when s/he Switchesfrom conventionalprintedmatter to tileCRT screen.
Obviously,certainaccommodationsin the placo_entof Infomation on the
vlsualscreenmust be made if c_prehension is to be maintainedor increased.
A CRI display is easier to read when there is neithertoo much nor too
11ttle infomation in each line of type. The reader'sey[:should_ve at a
pace that it is used to and that is comfortablefor the amountof infomation
being taken in. Optimal lillelengthfor most text is 40 to 60 characters.
(There is some variation,dependingupon the size of tiletype-faceand the
amount of spacingbetween lines.) In general,this is a good rangebecause
experiencehas shown that it is not so long that it tires the eye, and not so
short that the eye must keep jumping back and forth.
Example
Co(_pareyour reading-timefor these two formats.
The parametersto be includedin the parameterset being definedare
listedon one or more parameterstatementsi_ediately followingtheassociatedPARAMS statt_ent.
The parametersto be includedin the parameterset
being definedare listedon one or _ore parameter
state,:_entsi_1_ediatelyfollowingthe associated
PAR_S statolent.
5
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For most people. the second version of the test take~ less time to read.
With long lines of text. the eye won't stay on course. but ~ill tend to stray
t~ another line. Also. long .lines make the margins too small. which causes
the \rl101e panel to look crowded.
REGISTE~S AND PROCESSING
The visual field you are working with has a potential capacity of 80
cclumns and 24 lines. However. not all columns and lines are of equal value.
The CRT panel. something like the page of a book, can be divided into various
registers or locations ~here infonmation can be systematically placed. The
prominence of each register is partially determined by the ~estern tradition
of reading print--that is. top-do\m and left-to-right.
As currently configured, the TAE screen has three stable registers:
(I) the Hain Heading Line, (2j the Message Block, and (3) the Response Lines.
r
MAIN HEADING LINE [I]
r-o
..... 0
"2 Subht~dln9 Line [4] ~~ ~
~ First Line of Text [6] ........ c
c 0-
-
~.,.
~..~
..'
.. s:.,.
...
«co..
... ...uu 00
..J... CDCD
... ...uu ~~ ~lst Line of Text ['9] VIVI
~~
RE~~~SE LINES [22 &23]
___J
Figure 3. - Reqisters on the TAE Screen
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Thebrief error _ssages that appear above the ResponseLines are evoked by a
user's incorrect action or choice. Their position is a _er:nanent feature at
the display, but their appearance should r_t be. In fact, the goal is to
communicate clearly so that these messages do not appear. Therefore, the
error message line t_ not treated as a visible register in thisdocument.
Used with cons'stency, these registers c_n be powerful dewces for
presenting tnfom_tton. However, not all three registers are of equal power
because the user does not attend to each in b unifnm fashion. Perhaps
because of previou_ experience wi_h non-verbal .video displays, most reeder_
focus first around the center of the CRT screen. The nest prominent area
tends to be the zone around the vertical and horizontal center lines, items
displayed outside the zone, but not in one of the other two registers, may be
minimized or masked by their position.
_0 0 • • • 0 • O • • • 6 • • • • 0
2 I3
5 ( I6 I I
7 I I" -I- , I
e I I II I
10 r 1 I I
11 I I I
12 I I I I I I I!13 ' ! i F14 I I I
_s . I ! I I
,8 : I L-- t -J I I
'-_ I I1. I I !19 I ,-......
:o I .... .... i
2, L, I I
2z I
23 I
• • • • • • • o • • • • • 5) •
Figure4, - Zones on the TAE Screen
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BLANK SPACE AND PROCESSING
A practiced rea~er can process print in two very different modes: linear
and holistic. In the linear mode. the reader attends to each word in the
sentence. 1n the ho1i st i c lnode. the reader scans over the array of
information. picking up keywords from which s/he can infer the content. While
linear processing is sequential and si~w. holistic is imagist~c and rapid.
Research suggests that matu,"e readers naturally start in the holistic mode and
switch to linear only when their comprehension falters.
kriting for holistic processing requires that the progranrner take great
care in prose construction. In order to avoid misinterpretation. the writer
must spend much more time in pre-processing the infonnation than is necessa,'y
for a conventional text.
A controlled use of blank space aids consider~bly in the processing of
information. In fact. as a rule-of-thu~ there should be about a~ much or
more s~ace as piint on a single di~play. Of course. this blank ~pace is not
placed indiscriminately on a panel. nor should it be used i~consistently from
display to display. The discussion of register~ has already pst~blished the
general fonnat for a typlcal panel 4n1 indicated the soacing requirem,~nt to
mai~tain the integrity of the three registers (sec Figure 3). This segment
considers the spJcing in the mes~agc block.
A C()llr.1on det':lricnt to clear c()Xluf;icdtion is "saturatiun" or "overload."
Saturation or.cur~ wnen too much infonnation appears on a ~ingie panel. A
crowded panel. like Figure 5. is hard to read.
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Figure5. - Sample HELP Display - CrowdedPdnel
The panel has too much material; its density overwhelmsthe re_der. In
addition,the types of informationappearingon the p_nel--instructions,
illustrations,and qualifyingremarks--arenot arrangedin a way that
indicatestheir r_lativeimportance. Blank space has not been used as a means
of guiding the reader'sawareness. The panel should be brokendown and
repackaged--thistime using margins, indentations,tabulararrays,
paragraphing,and appropriateheadings.
min
Example _X_LP: VERPLOT
Surface Oat_ _*y Plotting
This pr_¢ does the x-y p1_ttln9only. A separatepr_-
grlm (OPtion I on the Surface Menu) displays the data.
*Enter: EXIT to en_ HELP; IX:R) to page.
_?
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fHELF: VRPLOT.
Plot (:_m_n_s
TOuse tMs proc, enter, plot c'Jm_nd _t the coe_nd
prolpt. A plot commandconsists of the word "plot," followed
by • pmr¢_etersy=_)ol,followedby • place_.
e.g.: PlotT I)CA .- In plot te_per•tur_(lJtaat Hctlnr_l
Airl_
PlotP 141) -- In plot pressure- €luud- weather
it mll l_irylandstations
PlotOCA -- To Floteverythingat l_ItiowiAir-
.re i
(
)
nter: EXIT to end HELP; <(_R_to F•ge. TL_
m
fHELP: VRPLOT
Additlor_lInfor_tlo_
for detailedinfo_tlon on the use of the pl_ttingpr_-
grmm,s_ the datm plottingco_n_$ sectionof the handout
entitled"Userl_$tructlon$for the GEMPACKSurCaceWeather
Olsplcy System."
Plemsenote that the ENDP functionwill not physically
send the plotsto the Versatec;use the RUT(DEcc_nd and
enter VERSJU(UII.
•[nter: [XIT to end.
I0
__~"'r" .... ..-.-- ..{-¥- .... -:-_.rr-> .... ----. -~-- ; •• - ... __ .. ,---.... ; ..... ;. _.~--p,-,-.~
...........:·4
Three panels have bern substituted for the original. At first, this
might seem time-consuming because the user must page more often. In reality.
the user \#111 ~e able to process the rev i sed sequence in about one ha 1f the
time as for the single panel. Blank space row infonns the reader abo~t what
is important in the panel and ~Ierc its parts begin and end.
Eye-catching headings clearly identify the content of each panel.
Consistent and adequate indentation sho\~ \~lere paragraphs (and thus, new
thoughts) begin. Examples are set off by a framing technique and are clearly
labeled. The reader's attention is carrieo through the infomation in a way
to assist in processing. The writer has planned not only what s/he has to
say, but how the user Hill read that material.
But blank space cannot be used to facilitate reading unless some
standards are agreed UpOI; so that the practice does not vary from wrHer to
writer. Blank space is either vertically or horizontally placed. Think once
lIlore about the CRT field with ite; 24 horizontal lines and its 80 columns {see
Figure 3). The Message Block. as pl'eviously defined, begins on line 4 and
ends on line 19. Its left-hand margin is justified and begins at column 10
and ends approx il:lately at col umn 70 to accor:tllodale eye span. Many readcrs
find ragged right margins casicr to read than texts with even margins. When
cach linc looks different. thc cye is less likcly to stray to anothcr linc
because it can quickly separate dnd identify edch line. Also. thc eye docs
not have to adjust to the di ffcrcnt spacing betwecn \iords ~hich is necessary
to right-justify llnes.
Within thc MCSSdgC Blod. distribute print and bl<lnk space in the fonnat
suggested by Figure 6. In general. verticdl spacing should ~ove in --
stair-step fashion--with incrCf;lcnts of 5 colur.ms dividing each level of
11
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Figure6. - Verticaland HorizontalSpacing
information. In horizontalspacing,separateelementsshouldbe indicatedby
leavingone line blank. For easy reference,use the followingtable.
Table I. - Vertical and HorizuntalSpacing
SyntacticFeature Horizontal Vertical
Main lleading Line I Beginsat Left Margin
Subheading Line 4 Centered
First Line of Text in
Message Block Line 6 Column 15
First Line of a Paragraph Skip Line Column 15
First Line of a List Skip Line Indent5
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ORIGI;_ALPAQE 13
OF P'JS,_Q_ALII'IK SEQUENCE
The previoussectionconcentratedon the formatqualitiesof a display
panel. In practice--exceptfor menus--panelsfrequentlyappear in series.
This sectiondeals with the proceduralaspectsof multiple panel display.
Lookingback to the basic communicationmodel, the issuesof this sectionfall
into the "message"and "decoding"areas.
WRITER READER
(SENDER) (RECEIVER)
v
SENDER'S MEANING MEA_IING
MEANING ENCODED RECEIVED
Figure 7. - Model of the CommunicationProcess (Sequencedomain)
TIMELINESS
In a good display,the informationcomes in a fom that can be used. In
other words, the display is arrangedso that the user can make correct
decisionsor take appropriateaction. Therefore,all displaysshould be
constructedaround the central idea of being functional. This means that
infomation must be timel_:nothing should appearthat is not meaningfulor
I
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usable by the reader at that speciftc time, _. ,
To present informationin a timely fashion,you must take into account
the needs of the user. In short, put yourselfin the reader'splace and i
slmulatea response. For example,In the IIELP: VRPLOTfile series (pages9
and 10), the panels are constructedand sequencedaccordingto how the reader
will processthe material. Panel I identifiesthe _ole sequenceand suggests
an alternativeor scpplementto the programbeing described. Panel 2 defines
the programand gives illustrations. Panel 3 suggestssourcesfor more
detailedinformationand giveswhateverqualificationsare needed.
As a secondexample,considerthe HELP: MENU MODE INFORMATIONfile
series.
.Example
General and .Spect_'tcHELP
This ts ger_rai tnfor_tton on KEk'Umode. For more
.spec|fic HELP, use the following:
HELPn *. Wheren equ41s a particular menuentry
nu_J_r. ,.
HELP_ -- Where _ indicates the current menu.
HElP proc -- I_here "proc" indicates a _r%tcular pro-
gram or procedure.
*Enter: EXIT to end HELP; <C_ to pa_.
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HELP: R£PI'J KlOE IHFOAAATJOM
General ~nts
EAch entry on a lllI!~ is
o Another menu
o A proc (a procedure or I program).
Selecting a menu actfvates that ~nu. Selecting a prot
actfvates TUTOR ~de so that parameters can ~ supplied before
executfng the proc.
-Enter: EXIT to end HELP; <CR> to page.
1
HELP: MENU I1JOE INFORMATION
Responses fn Menu Mode
• number -- Specifies entry selection.
BACX -- Returns to the previous IIIfnu.
KENU -- Re-plots the current IIIfnu.
IEPIU .nu-III. -- Dfrectly activates the nllllfd r.enu. A
menu's name is located In the upper-
right of ttl!'! sc,,"n. If the menu name
contains ~~nctuation. pl.ce the name In
quotation ~rks.
-Enter: EXIT to end HELP. <CR> to palllt.
7
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f_I_LP: PJENUHO0[II(FOR_ATION
Responses1n l_nu No_ (con°€)
TOP _ Returns.t.o the m4n mnu (the root).
HIELP _ OIsplays the CU.-'_nt help Infonut|on.
I_LP n _ Oisplays lnfonutton ©_ the mnu number
en*_.ered. [f n tS zerO, help infon_t.lon
on the cu'rren_"i_nu tS dlspley_d.
COff_IJe)-* CausesTAEto extt _nu modeand enter cca*
rand rode. If _nu modeis suOsequent.lyre-
icttvlted, the menuit the t.|re of the rode
cMnge beco_s the active menu.
LOGOFF-* Ends t.he ¢urPent.T/IJEsession.
*(nter: [XLT to end HELP;<CR_to pl_.
H_[LP: I_tiU HOD[ ItiFO_TIO_t
Conventions
Henu responses _y be abbrev|ated Lo their s.hortest_,un-
a_t 9uous fore.
e.g : C for COPg_D
T for TOP
H n for H[LP n
Lower case _y be used.
*Inter: [xit T.O €_d. j
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"Timeliness" of tnfomation ts the guiding principle behind the
sequencing of the message. [h_ first panel identifies the tnfomation that
will follow _nd indicates alternatives. Panels 2. 3, and 4 contain
definitions of possible actions. Panel 5 gives qualifications for the
materials on the previous three displays.
Genera!ly speaking, a series of panels should follow the three functions
outlined in the examples:
Function 1: Identification/Introduction
Function 2: Oefinitton(s)/lllustration(s)
Function 3: Qualification(s)/Extension(s)
This sequenc_ represents the nJtural order in the reader's ability to use the
tnfomation.
MODULES
A user can understandinfonnationmore quickly if it c_es in meaningful
units or modules. In so_e foms of writing,units are almost self-contained
and are arrangedin a linearfashion--somethinglike beads on a string.
However,the modules for panel displays shouldbe thoughtof as embedded,much
as a set of Chineseboxes is nestedwithin one another. As an illustration,
the sequenceHELP: MENU MODE INFORMATIONcontainsthree pri:_e:nodules:
Introduction(pane!I), Definitions(panels2, 3, and 4) and Qualifications
(panel5). Each of these segmentsis, in turn, brokendown into subunitsof
paragraphs,sentences,and lists. _ether on a macro or _icro level,each
module is a functionalunit and should be written for a clear purpose.
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o Paragraphs
A paragraph is a working structure organized around a single unit of
thought. In constructing a paragraph, you should keep three principles in
mind:
1. Centrality: Thekernel of the paragraphshould be stated as the
topic sentence. Other elements in the paragraph
should relate directly to this central idea.
2. Logic: The paragraphshouldbe developed.ona functional
organization--such as cause-and-effect, m_ltiple
example, or processanalysis.
3, Econmy: Each paragraphshouldbe short andto the point.
Delete non-essential infomation.
o Sentences
The building block of a HELPfile is the sentence. Basically, these
units should be concise, gra_atically correct, and logical. They should be
patterned on the traditional simple sentence: SUBJECT-- VERB-- OBJECT.
Translated into functional tems, these three elements can be labeled as
AGENT-- ACTIOI( -- GOAL. Since they are the most prominent positions in the
sentence, place keywords and important terms in these slots.
Example
Original: There are t_o surfacedata programsavailablein this version
Revision: This versioncontainstwo surfacedata programs
Aside from the obviousshorteningof the structure,the sentencehas been
]8
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strengthened and tightened through uord choice--as Table 2 demonstrates.
Table 2, - Editing for Key Words
Function Original Revision
SUBJECT• AGENT there version
VERB • ACTION are contains
OBJECT- GOAL two surfacedata two surfacedata
programs programs
Intwo casesout of three,weakandvaguewordshavebeenreplacedby key
terms,
o Lists
LiStS are c_pact ways of presentingn_aterials,but they must be used
with some discretion. Observe thesecautionswhen composinglists.
I. A llst should not stand alone on a panel. It should be introducedby
a subheadingor a comment,or it should be followedby an explanatory
note.
Z. The transitionfro_ wose to list--andback again--shouldbe smooth
and natural,
3, Lists within lists are acceptable. But think twice beforemoving
down to the tertiarylevel.
4. Avoid two disconnected,prime-levellistson a single panel.
The lowest levelof _odularization--beit sentenceor paragraph--shouldbe
¢ npletedon a specificpanel beforemoving on to a subsequentframe, if at
: 19
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all possible. In particular. avoid ·wid~ws." or single kOrdS that carryover
from one frame to the next.
RITUALS ANO ROUTINES
Rituals are rules t' ,.t you want the user to obs~rve in operating the
system. Rules can be taught in two ways. You can list the rules and dsk the
user to memorize thela. Or you can teach t~e user the rules through practice.
The second method is Letter in the long run because it is perfo~ance-based.
The TAE lIas sevt!ral rituals which help the user to perform in a
consistent manner. As an illustration. there are four types of "messages"
appeuring in the system: menus. help fil~s. parameter selecticns, and errors.
Each has its own characteristic form and style. Each is distinct enough in
position and pattern that little, if any, crossover takes place.
Some ritualization in a system is important for smooth operation;
however, when 'a \~ole system is composed of rituals, the user becomes nothing
more than a slave. Some designers believe that the fewer the choices t~c user
has to make, the noro effective s,he will be. Research suggests :he contrary:
an over-mechanization produces boredom and fatigue.
Routines, in most cases, are r:lOl'e effective ways of managing procedures
in a system's operation. Routines are techniques that the user has learned
through experience. They are strategies rather than rules for accOi.Ipl ishing
tasks. They are useful in any kind of hl.;man behc:vior because t.hey are
flexible enough to adapt to the unexpected. yet they <lrc habltual enough to
provide stability. For example, when faced with a problCf.l, most people devise
a plan of action based upon what has worked in similar situations. In
20
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computer applicalions, r~utines acc~odate the u~er's innate desire for
control over the orOCCSSi at the sa~e time, they provide the. unifonnity that
is th~ heart I)f any system. In short, routines allow for" shrtring of pl)wer.
Users CJn learn routines surpr1,ingly fast. if the rout:nc5 reflect the
learner's automatic tr.ndency toward chun~. Becaus~ of the limitations cf
short-term memory, readers organize nriscellaneous i~formation ir.~o categories
or classificatiors that are pore eas;ly processed. In other wcrds, people
sort ir.fonTlation into "chunks" that they can managc. This carabil it.v tlclS
enormous benefi t for thc humar. thi Ilk i ng proccss. BII~ for our rurposes. thi s
restructuring capability n~eds some guidance.
Here drc three obsen'at icns on how the reader Ilses chunk i r.g. Bcs ide each
is a suggestion on how the writer can provi~e adQ~~~te control for the
proccs!'..
rd~le ~. - The Chullking Process
Uscr/Redder ProgrJ~cr/Writ~r
..
1. Tries to fit new info~ation
into dn old or rreviously
known fraOlework.
Z. Develops expe,tations which
affect the processil19 dnd
understanding of a t~xt.
3. Sorts dnd orgdniz~s infonTldtion
into hierdrc~ical structures
built around a few key concepts.
1. Supply the fr~mcworlc or
control what 1t Hill be.
2. Deteminc dud r.lCet these
expect"tions.
3. Define and control the
r:lajor concepts.
Contcrr.porary r.lodels of human memory include three cor;~nents:
Shorl-:'crn Nt"r.lory: Procc~scs the external stir:luli and t:clas froo;
five to seven units of meaning f~r about 30
sl!conds.
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Long-term Memory: Stores -- with relative stability -- facts and
previous experience which are referenced and
accessed with someease.
IJorktng Memoryi Allows Information frem short and long term
memories to interact; generates plans of action
and pre-tests them for effectiveness.
In constructing panel routines for the TAE, one of your goals is to
ensure tim smooth and easy transfer of Infatuation from the shurt-term mc_nory
to the long-tenn _nory. Repeti:.ion, reinforcement, and consistency will
accomplish this. But merely transferring information from short-term memory
to long-tern n_ory will not ensure a user's success with the TAE. An equally
important goal for the progra,_ner is to nurture the operational strategies I
I
that are qenerated in the working m_aory. You can L_bed routine:, in the )
• i
working memoryby using these techniques. !i
Control led Vocabulary
Establish a limited set of key words which, through r-petition, become
eh_blu_s for patterns of action.
Li,:kNew lnfon_iation with Old !
Define new concepts in terms of previously established concepts. !
Ilierarchical Structure
Use deductivelogicor top-downl_roceduresin dt_,_onstratingthe order z
of infatuation or routines.
AnaIog)
Use correspondencein functionand positionto reinforcesimilarities
in various stagesof IAE operation.
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AUDIENCE
The persons to whomthe messageis addressed--the audience--are not
passive receivers. )lhen they decodethe message,they create meaning. This
section looks moreclosely at the relationship among"receiver," "decoding,"
, and "meaning."Inthe basicco_unicationmode!,thisareais representedby
the smallertriangleo;Ithe rightsideof thediagram.
WRITER READER
(SENDER) (RECEIVER)A
NIN MESSAGE _/ -'_ MEANING
 \o'cooo
Figure 8. - Hodel of the C_nunication Process (Audienced_,lain)
ANALYZINGKNOWLEDGE,ATTITUDES,AND NEEDS
The goal in writing TAE menus and help files is to create a momentary
common ground betweenthe user and the progranTner.The first step in closing
the gap is to gauge the distancebetween the two of you. There may be obvious
differencesin age, snx, and background,but the criticaldifferencesusually
fall into three areas: the user's knowledgeabout the topic; his or her
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attitude toward it, and his or her personal and professional needs.
Adapting your infonmation to' the audience is often crucial to the ~uccess
of the cor.11lunication. While assessing the audience is an important task. it
does not have to be an elaborate analysis. A brief table is frequently
sufficient.
Table 4. Critical Features of the TAE User
Knowledge
Scientific background
Has a general knowledge
of computers
Has an alternative means
of accomplishing the
task TAE facilitates
ANTICIPATING READER INFERENCES
Attitude
Views TAE as a tool
Impat ient \.,i th a syster.l
that appears to be a
girnick
Demands efficiency
Intolerant of ambiguity
Needs
Convenience
Comfort
Closure
Control
To infer is to draw a conclusion or make a deduction based on fact3 or
indications. Extracting meaning in the reading process depends upon
inferences. Poorly constructed prose can lead to false inferences or
misinterpretations. Whether TAE users understand a message in exactly the way
you intend depends on hO\l well you guide their inferences. Effective methods
for controlling the reader's interpretations are logical organization and
judiciously pldced signposts.
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o Use Logical Order
To understandand use a panel or a sequenceof panels,your audiencemust
be able to relatethe informationand ideas to one another. Now you order the
thoughts--whatyou put first, second,third--caneither i_akeit easier or more
difficultfor readersto figureout what these relationshipsare.
p
Althoughthe definitionof what is logicaldependson tim informaticnand
the circumstances,here are four suggestionsfor orderingthe contentof a TAE
message.
I. Discussthings that affectmany users before those that affectfew.
2. Discussthe general before the specific.
3. Discuss permanentprovisionsbefore temporaryones.
4. Put content in a time sequence.
o Use Appropriateheadings
It isn't sufficientto organize the contentof a TAE communication,you
must also show that organizationto the users. You can do this by using
informativeheadingsand subheadings.
Well-writtenheadingsand subheadingsare a way to help the readerget
what s/he needs from a panel--orseries--quicklyand easily. Well-written
headingstell the reader: the nature of tileinformationcontained in the text
followingthe heading;the organizationOf that text; and the locationof
particularcontent.
25
1. Headings that are Informative
You can make headings infomative by using enough words to describe
the content that fol]ows. There is an optima] point between using
too few and too many words.
Abstract headings without a frame of reference are difficult for the
reader to interpret. Overly procise headings, on the other hand, bug
the reader dot_.
2. Headings that ShowOrganization
In long or c_nplex pane1 _=Guences, headings and subheadings should
serve as a kind of outline. The user should be able to page through
a=td tell what major points and subtopics are discusse6 in the text
just by reading the headings.
You should use severai different levels of headings to show the
relationship between major points and subtopics, much the way a good
outline does.
3. Headings that ShowLocation
Headings can be used as guideposts to help the user keep track of his
or her place in a long sequence of panels. This technique is
especially helpful if analogous headings are given tO parallel levels
of the system so that the user can identify his or her location in
the organizational tree of the entire system.
Headings can also be used to tell the user where specific topics are
located by keying the headings in a location guide to identical
headings within .the panel sequence.
o Use HighlightingTechniques
Highlightingtechniquesare visualways of callingattentionto some part
of a disp1_y. These devicesmake a text look betterby providingvisual
relief in an otherwiseuniformbody of print. Thesetechniquesinclude
underscoring,non-alphan_nericdemarcations,and capital letters.
However,overuseof highlightingcan make the panel clutteredor
confusing. If you overuseone highlightingtechniqueor use too many
differentones, you will defeatyour ptlrpose.$_en too many parts of the
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idisplay are made to look important or distinct, IQ one part will seem
especlally important or distinct. Too many different highlighting techniques
in one text will also give it a crowded look.
Your readers will also be confused if yuu don't use highlighting
consistently. For example, if you underscore someheadings and put others in
capitals, the reader will wonder what the difference means. If there is not
any difference, you have confused your reader.
%. Underscoring
In a manuscriptpreparedfor a publisher,the underscoringof a word
is an instructionto the printerto italicizeit. Before you use
underliningin a TAI panel, ask if you would reallywant it to appear
in italicsin a paper document.
On many teminals, underlining_ se is not possible. However,
other capabilitiesmay be substltut_. For oxa,nple,some teminals
allowyou to _ause designatedcharacters,words, phrases,or areas on
the screento blink. Anotherfeaturewill cause the white of the
print and tilegray of tilebackgroundto reversefor a specificarea.
lwo importantuses of underscoringin a TAE panel are to e_phasize
new terms and to constructtables. Technicalter_s that you want the
reader to re_emberas key words may be underlinedon the first use
for o_phasi_,but they should not be underscoredon subsequent
appearances. ElL_entsin a table can be delineatedby underscoring.
llowever,the apparatusshould not get in the way of the information.
In most cases, blank space is a more effectiveway to differentiate
the ele|nentsof a table.
2. Non-alphanumericD_arcations
Symbolicdemarcationsshouldbe used sparingly. When they do appear,
the use should followconventionsthe reader is familiarwith. Very
few such symoblsare necessaryin a TAE display.
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|lion-alphanumeric Dc_narcations (.,
o Indicates bullets in list-like displays
where priority is not. an issue.
.. Indicates items under bullets.
These symbols are most effective when used in conjunction with
indentation and blank space.
3. Capitals
As with the other highlighting techniques, capitals should• not be
overused. Capitalizing single letter_ should be in agreement with
gra._r_atical usage. One of the few places items should appear in all
caps is in the Main Heading Line. Writing a block of text in all
caps makes the text harder to read, and should be avoided in the
_lessageB1ock.
i
A_|TICIPATII_GTEXIUAL&_BIGUITIES ,
If there are two or more interpretations for a passage, then the meaning
is a_tgtous. Ambiguity may result from confusing paragraph development,
flawed sentencestructures,improperword choice,or inadequatepunctuation.
Some of the more co_on sourcesof ambiguity--andsuggestedremedies--appear !
in this segment, i
o ConditionalSentences
Conditional("if...then")sentencesare often very complicatedand hard
for readersto understand. This difficultyincreaseswith the number of
conditions. Yet conditionalsentencesare very convenientstructuresfor
giving instruction_or for teachingprocedures. You can maEe conditionals
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easier to understandby listing each conditiGn 3eparately andby making them
- distinct. There are three rules-of-thunO for doing this.
I. If there is only one condition, state it first,
Example
If TAEdoes not recognize tile fi:'st k_rd of a commandas a TAE
con_land,it dssumesthat the first word is the proc name.
Z. If there are several conditions, state the rule or consequences first
and list the conditions or exceptions afterwards.
Example
The user can obtain the following kinds of infomation about the
ftle:
o The times for which data are in the files;
o The number of stations that have reported at a given time;
o The number of stations that have reported for the n latest
times in the file;
o The number of stations that have reported at all times in
the file.
3. If there are differentprovisionsfor"differentcases, a table may be
clearerthan straightprose.
Example
EnteringTutor F_de:
From Action
Menu Mode Make a selectionthat requiresexecution
of a proc
Comand Mode Enter TUTOR
Enter "?"
Enter TUTOR proc
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o _Itiple Negatives (")
Positivesentencesare easier to understandthan negativeones. Two or
more negativewords in a sentencebecome very hard for readersto interpret.
There are three kinds of negativewords.
I. Negativedenotation: Words that are negativein meaning.
Examples
no, not, never, none, nothing
2. Negativeaffix: Words that are negativeby denotation.
Examples
non--,dis--, il--, Jr--, ex--, un--,de--
&
3. Negativeconnotation: Words that are negativeby implication.
Examples
forbid,wrong,doubt, unless, fail, reject
A singlenegativein a structureseldomconfusesthe reader--unlessit is
misplaced. But when the negativesstart co_ing in pairs (doublenegatives),
the readershave much more difficultyin understanding.
Examples
Original Revision
It is not illogicalto assume... It is logicalto assume...
The proc will not be terTninated The proc will run only if the
if the mandatoryparametershave mandetoryparametershave been
been specified, specified.
3O
9r
The proc will run if you have
specified the mandatory
parameters,
- Typing TUTORis not unlike typing Typing IUTOR is like typing "?".
M_oll
o Unnatural Truncations
Wordiness should be avoided, but be sure that the words you are leaving
out are non-essential. Occasionally, in our efforts to cut out excess, we
create structures that are inherently ambiguous° "Missing links" cause
problems in logic,
1. anitted Verbs: Express cilanges in verbs and verb foms.
Ex_ l£
Original: Primitive man killed his own food and clothing.
Revision: Primitive man killed his own food and made his own
clothing.
2. G_litted Nounsor Pronouns: Designate the things logically involved
in the action.
Example
" Original: John dried the table by rubbingwith a towel.
Revision: John dried the tableby rubbingit with a towel.
3, OmittedConnectives: Expresschanges in relationshipsby changes in
connectives.
Example
Original: The worker _oves the cuttercloser or fartherfrom the
wheel,
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Revision: The worker moves the cutter closerto or farther from the ( i
wheel.
4. ShortenedSubordinateClauses: Retain the "which is," "who were,"
"that are," etc. which make it easier
for the readerto understandhow the
subordinateclauserelates to the
rest of the sentence.
Example
Origlna1: Each menu has a name at the top of the screen used for
_menu- n_e,"
Revision: Each menu has a name at the top of :he screen which is
used for "menu-n_e."
Sllorteningter_s by rem_vi,,dor leavingout parts is a convenientway of
saving space and increasingefficiency. I_wever,this shorthandis effective
only if the user knows _flatthe abbreviations_an. The first appearanceof a
shortenedform shouldbe accompaniedby its full form,unless the abbreviation
is self-explanatory.An abbreviationshould agree _¢ithwhateverprevious
shorteningthe readerassociateswith that term. Also,abbreviationsshould
be consistentthroughoutthe TAE displays--bothin fom and in p1_cement.
o Punctuation
Punctuationties togetherthose elementsthat shouldbe read togetherand
separatesthose that need to be read separately. Punctuationhelps to shape
meaning in two ways: it labelswords, and it eyegroupsseriecof _vordsin
order to make structurevisible.
3Z
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1. Labeling of Words
Some marks of punctuationOtell US how to read words in their context.
Sometimes leaving out a small mark can create a serious
misinterpretation, as in the case of a supervisor at a nuclear
installation WhO ordere~ "10 foot long lengthsM of radioactive rods.
he received 10 pieces, each a fc:;~ long, in:>tead of the la-foot
lengths required. In this case, the hyphen labels the number 10 as an
adjective modifying the following noun.
Other marks of punctuation are useful for labelinJ words. Quotation
mar~s are especially ve~satile. they ~an be used:
--for indicating the exact words of another.
--for word-marking, as when a word is used as the name of itself;
--for setting off punctuation, wnrds, or structures used with
special or unconventional m~anir.g;
--for simple emphasis, as long as the technique is not ovcrus2d.
Be careful that the user can tell wh~n unctuation is to be included
1n t e response strlng and w en lt 1S not. -
P~rentheses should be used to enclose unattached elements which divert
the user's attention to another subject. The most cornman uses of
parenthese~ in TAE messages are to set off explanatory remarks and to
give locations for additional information. °
2. Eyegrouping of Words
Punctuation aids reading by grouping words into patterns discernable
to the eye. Three types of punctuation are cornman: end stops, stops,
and pauses.
End Stops (.11): Signal the end of a ~entence.
Stops (:.): Appear within a sentence and signal
the end of a thought group equal to
a sentence.
Pauses (--,): Appear within a sentence and
bridge over interrupters, set off
introductions, and indicate
lists.
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Not countingendstops,well-writtensentencesaverageonly1.5 i
internalpunctuatio_markseach,
Inbusinessprose,punctuationappearsinthe following2roportions:
Comma 50 percent
Semicolon 5 per cent
Dash 4 percent
Colon I per cent
End Stops 40 percent
34
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OPiG1NAf. PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
The person who sends the mp.ssage detenmines many more th1nQS about the
cOl\ollunicdtion than just the content. The 'JIriter's aim or intcJ'ltion shows up
in everything from tone to fonnat. In considering the writer's purpose, this
section looks r.~re closely at the relationship among Mscndtr,- -cncoding,- and
-meaning. M In the basic coornunication n,ode1 1 this area is repre!lented !>y the
small~r triangle on the left-h~nd side of the didgr~m.
WRITER
(StNDl:RI
READER
lRECEI~R)
Figurl! 9. - ~Iodel of t~e Cor.T.lunica ... on Process (Aim donaill)
PERSONA/VOICE
The pe~sona is the w~iter's proj~tcd self i~ a piece of prose. You
a1ways pre!;cnt SQ:1e vcrs i on of yoursc1f i!t your ,....it i"9 i however, personae
must be matched appropriately to various situdtions.
Sooc writers attenpt to hide behina their pros~ to the poin;' that their
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persona disa~pears. Prose written with a hidden person~ sounds bureaucratic
and impersonal. It is difficult to read because it sounds as if some
invisible hana is at work making decisions and inlplcmenting procedures.
Writing without an author's presence can cause sent~nces to swell to the
bloated state of the following passage.
hampl e
All faculty-typ~ and staff-type personnel are ht'reby given nJtification
that they should perform the registrati~n function to ensure that their
private. multipurpose motor vehicular units are in a registration
relat ionship with Middle State Unlversity during the period of t ii'l~ for
the upcoming 1979-19~U dcademic year. Said y~ar begins August 20.
1979. Each of the abov~-mentioned ,personnel categories should have a
Middle State University registration d~cal in an affixed position on
his/her vehicular unit prior to the ,1bove-mentioned date. The subject
decal may be purchased beginning on the date of Augu!it 1. 19/9.
Subject decal. if and when purchased. ,.,ill remain in a valid condition
until the expiration date of August 15. 1980.
Your PUl'pose in writing TAE ~essages is to instruct the user. Obviously.
tile in1cln:lation is the 1110St important clement in the CllXlunication process.
and you should not intrude yourself betwccn the rcader and the message. But.
being non-existent in the prOte5S causes you to lose control of the
cOl1PuniclIt ion. Whi le you should not be centnr st,lge. neither should you allow
your per!jona to becOl,le a vict im in the case of the disappearing author.
o Use the Active Voice
You CJ~ retain your presence .15 author in a piece of prose by using the
active voice. Activc sentences maintain the underlying logic of who did \/hat
to whOl:l. helping th~ reader to keep the distinctions clcJr. Texts ccnprised
mainly of ,lctivc sentences give users th(' impression of prose that ":Jves
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along.
Passive voice causes the users to fOCllS on the wrong eler.1cnt in the
sentence--that is. on the person or thing that was acted upon rather than on
the person or thing that performed th2 action. Furthe~ore. some passive
sentences are hard to understand because they have lost the infonmation about
who did the action in the sentence.
Example
Original: Technical assistance will be providcd by the staff for
developing infonmation needed to complete Table 1.
R~wision: The staff will provide technical assistan:e for developing
infonmation nceded to complete Table 1.
~""I~ 'nal : The menu is activated by . . .
~;..:.,.ision: Activate the menu by •••
o Ose Personal Pronouns
Personal pronouns in sentences are direct and specific. They make clear
to the reader who does what in the sequence of actions or evcnts you describe.
Example
Original: Ben~fits are paid if an insured '~ployee or eligible dependent
incurs covered chars~s because of blindness. Reimbursement
for hospital and out-of-hospital rehabilitation charges will
be r.1adc on the sa~e basis as for any non-blindness relat~d
condition covered under the plan.
Revision: If you or one of your insured family mc~bers becomes blind,
the Plan will pay for medical care in the sa~e way that it
pays for any other r.1cdical condition.
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In TAE messag~s, you arc instructing the user on pro~edures and
applications. Your prose should fit that purpose. Use the pronoun "you"
(rither stated or implied) when telling the reader what actions s/he is to
talc~.
Example
Stated prorloun
Original: The user can request that all data in th~ file at a given tim~
or all data for a given station be obtained for him.
Revision: You can request all data in the file at a given time or all
data for a given station.
Example
Implied pronoun (understood subject)
Original: No files should be created and named LAST.DAT.
Revision: Do not create any files named LAST.DAT.
While you should refer to the reader with a personal prono~n, do not
refer to yourself as "I". You are trying to get the reader to do something or
to understand something in TAE cor.munication. therefore. s/he should be the
only clearly identified agent in the message.
TONE/STYLE
The tone (or style) of a piece of writing may seem querulous, formal.
friendly, sarcastic, melancholy, bitter, angry, joyous. All words that apply
to a person's attitude Jre appropriate to use in describing the tone of
writing. Tone and style are the pr~uct of every choice the writer makes. In
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addition, both are crucial in determining how the reader will accept and act
upon the message.
The discussion of persona touched upon tone/style; this segment gives
more detail about types of styles and their effects on the TAEmessage. It is
easier to start with styles and tones that are inappropriate for TAE and then
end with a suggestion for an appropriate tone/style.
o Abrupt
In TAEcommunications, you should talk to the user as professional to
professional. It is important that you indicate an appreciation for tlis or
her expertise and that you do not appear to be impatient or rude. This is
especially true in writing error messages. Although these messages must be
brief and infomative, they should not be short and sharp. Readers may be
somewhat sheepish after making a mistake and may interpret what looks like an
innocuous statement as sarcastic, snide, or judgmental. Remember, there are
no absolutes in writing; you must decide how the messagewill sound in the
particular situtation. A good rule-of-thumb is to avoid seeming indifferent
to the reader by appearing abrupt. Briefer is not always better.
o Patronizing
Paying too much attention to the user's needs may be as offensive as
paying too little. Don't patronize your readers by being condescending,
overly solicitous, or unduly glib.
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Example
No doubt about it--when you smoke cigarettes you're running a
scientifically-proved risk of lung cancer. That is, if you're a
man. And if you're a woman, you're ~robably running a rlsk that's
almost as certain.
Fact is, the longer you've smoked, and the more cigarettes you
smoke every day, the likelier you are to develop cancer. But
scientific data demonstrate that you can lower that risk any time
you care to--just stop smoking.
If you smoke cigars or a pipe (or both). you're still risking
cancer. But a good deal less than if you stick to those
cigarettes.
So why not cut out expensive, evil-smelling, disease-laden
cigarette smoking for good? Like the Surgeon General says you
should.
o Officious
Don't assume a role that you have not earned. Avoid lecturing to the
user as if you are the Chairman of the B~ard. Not only is this tone
irritating, it makes for dull reading.
ExaJ:1ple
X College· adm~ts undergraduates for the Bachelor of Arts degree
only. For practicdl reasons of adjustment to college life and the
proper arrangements of a prograJ:1 of study, X admits freshJ:1an students
only in Se~tembcr, ~t the begir.ning of the fall semester. The
freshman clilss is limited by the capacity of the don:;itories. An
early application is advised. It is expected that candidiltes who live
within a reasonable distance of the College will visit X sOJ:1etime
before January of their senior year of secondary school.
In addition. don't use a megaphone to announce the obvious. POJ:1pous
language--especially when the subject is not equally grand--creates the
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same effect as would calling out the last trumpets to announcethat water runs
do_l hill.
Example
The question of the amateur's place in a society of professionals|s one that has greatly been changed by the scientific and cultura|
revolutions of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The amateur,
who was fon_erly criticized as a bung]ing idiot, today has gained the
status of a person who is capable of advancing by improvement of his
own primitive institution, without the g|orified educational and
financial backgrounds _hich have made the professional man a s_bol of
tnte|lectual and vocationa| superiority.
o Concise
An appropriate tone/style for TAEmessagescan be described as "concise."
Prose written for instruction has two main features of style. First, the
writing is clear, precise, and correct. Because the tone is infomation-
based, there is none of the indulgence in personal mannerisms that allows us
to distinguish between the prose of Hemingwayand Itenry dames. Second, the
writing has a touch of persuasion--_t see_s friendly and motivated by a desire
to help the reader.
Example
Consider the following three revisions of the "dangers of smoking"passage.
'. Concise: Version#l--factualbut toneless
The riskof developinglungcancerincreaseswi'hdurationof smokingand
the nunberof cigarettesmokedperday,and isdiminishedby
discontinuingsmoking.
Concise: Version#2--factualwithfriendly/fomaltone "
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The longer one s_okes, and the more cigarettes one smokesper day, the (' )
g_eater the chance of developing lung cancer. This risk is reduced when
one stops smoking.
Concise: Verion #3--factual with friendly/informal tone
The longer you smoke, and the more cigarettes you smoke per day, the
greater your chance of developing lung cancer. This risk is reduced when
you stop smoking,
READER-BASEDPROSE
As most of this documentindicates,simpiy expressinginformationis not
enough--it'sno guaranteethat you are communicating. In order to determine
If your prose is designedfor a reader,you must have a way to diagnosethe
readabilityof a message and a method for indexingimprovment when comparing
revisionswith originals.
o Readabi]ityScales
Scales intendedto assess readabilityare not universallyreliableand
their results should not be taken as the last word on structuringprose.
However, if you do not ask more fro_ them than they can give, they are useful
tools.
1. Richard Lanham: "lhe Lard Factor"
This scale is expressedin percentages,foundby dividing the
differenc_between the numberof words in the originaland th_
revisionby the numberof words in the original. !
T
Example
Original: A piece of prose may be consideredsincere if, in some
manner, it establishesits credibilityto its audience.
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Revision: Prose will seem sincereif it seems credible.
19 = number of words in the original
__18- number of words in the revisionthe difference
11 / 19 - .578 Lard Factor- 58%
2. Robert Gunning: "The Fog Index"
This scale gives the levelof educatinnnecessaryto read a
partlcularpieceof prose. Since peoplepreferto read well below
their educatienlevel,this scale can be used as a means for
indicatingwhen the text is too complex.
To calculatethe "Fog Index": (a) Find the averagenun_er of words
i, per sentencein a small sampleof writing-- treat clearly
independen:clausesas separatesentences. (b) Calculatethe
percentageof words having three or more syllables. Don't count
capitalized_mrds,easy combinationslike "pawnbroker,"or verbs that
reach three syllablesby _dding-es or -ed. (c) Add the average
sentencelengthto the percentag_f bi_rds and multiplythe total
by 0.4. The result is the years of schoolingneededto understand
the writing.
Example
The purpose of this program is to produce a map and a simulated
stationmodel of the surfacedata collectedfrom the NWS 604 line.
The Maps ar_ pre-definedit,togeographicregionsin a Surface
GeographicFile and containa list of defaultparametersand station
ids for the region.
25 - averagenumber of words per sentence
.06 _ percentageof big words
X.4
-- _-_-0-2"=years of schoolingneededto understandthe passage
o Editingfor Econo_,.y
Reader-basedprose conveys informationto the audiencein an efficient
and effectivemanner. Unfortunately,most of us turnout writer-basedprose
on the first draft and must stringentlyedit in orderto transformour first
efforts into an audience-orientedproduct. Some areasto considerin your
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editing process are sentence length. parallel structures. noun strings. and
word choice.
1. Sentence length
Sentences become hdrd to follow when you try to cram too much
infonnation into them.· Even with correct punctuation to guide the
reader. too much infomation in a sentence makes the material hard to
understand.
The model of the simple sentence helps to examine what happens in an
overloaded structure.
SUBJECT -- VERB OBJECT
This basic pattern is very versatile: it can be modified. explained.
and expanded by adding words. phrases. and clauses at almost any
point in the sentence. This makes it possible to say a great deal in
a single English sentence. it also makes it possible to .say too much.
look for c~cess information in four places:
--between the subject and the verb
--between the verb and the object
--before the subject of the sentence
--at the end of the sentence.
2. Parallel Structures
In a sentence or paragraph or list. items or clauses that have the
same relationship to a major idea should have parallel structure. In
other words. the subordinate ideas should all have the same
gramnatical construction--all nouns. or all infinitives. or all
active voice verb clauses. or all questions. etc. It is also a good
idea to break up a long sentence with many parallel items into a
list. set off by bullets (0) or some other typographical device.
Exal:lple
If the parameter is multi-valued. you must enter the values in order
and separate them by co~~as and/or spaces.
When you have a sentence or paragraph with several parallel items or
clauses. you can often make thel:l easier to understand by listing
them. The items in the list should be in parallei structure and set
off by a bullet.
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TUTOR mode is entered:
o ~~en, in MENU mode, a selection is made that requires
execution of a proc.
o When, in COlflANO mode, the TUTOR or "1" cOO1lland is typed.
3. Noun Strings
Noun strings--sequences of nouns (and occasionally adjectives) in
which the first noun modifies later ones--are often difficult for
readers to understand. They also give a bureaucratic tone to texts.
Breaking long str'ings of nouns into shorter phrases wi 11 make your
prose less stilted and easier to read.
Example
Original: The military agency published a host area bomb shelter
production planning workbook.
Revision: The military agency published a workbook that tells people
how to plan the production of bomb shelters in the host
area.
4. ~/ord Choi ce
Using inflated language does f10t impress your reader. In fact, using
unnecessarily difficult or just plain unnecessary words will ma~e
your writing stilted and dull. Avoid the following:
--unnecessary words and hollow phrases: empty sentence introductions
and redundant phrases
Exampl es
It is possible that •••
Thi sis to i nfonn you that; •
There are • • •
It may be necessary to •
--inflated words: difficult words that can be replaced by simpler
words
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Examples
Difficult Simple
administer manage
aggregate total
effectuate carry out
implement carry out
issue give
on behalfof for
per annum a year
prior to before
procure get
solely only
subsequentto : after
terminate end
utilize use
--nomlnalizatlons:nouns created from verbs
Examples
Verb Noun
promuIgate pro_uIgotion
reinediate reinediation
rectify rectification
verify verification
Origlna1:We conductedan investigationf thesituation.
Revision:We investigatedthes;tuation,
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This document suggests ways for interactive documentation of software.
B~t a sULcessful user-programmer dialogue is ldrgely the responsibility of the
proqramner. You must mak.e an extra effort to aSSIJre that your writing is
clear, correct, and concise. Use the followingj-our-part sUr.Jl1ary as a check.-
list tod~tennine how well you have adhered to the guidelines and to assess
the effectiveness of your communication.
ST(P 1 PLACEMENT OF INFORMATION ON THE CRT SCREEN
o Observe the predefined positions on the screen.
o Use cons~stent alignment of columns and lines.
o Make blank space as meaningful as print.
STEP 2 SEQUENCE OF A SERIES OF PANELS
o Order infonmation in a timely manner.
o Structure infonmation in useful units.
o Take into account patterns of user behavior.
STEP 3 INTERPRETATION BY THE AUDIENCE
o Consider the knowledge. attitudes. and needs of the audience.
o Anticipate various inferences the audience may make.
o ~void textual ambigUities that may lead to misinterpretation.
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STEP4 INTENTION_ ME WRITER
(.)
o Select an _ppropriate _rsona andm_intain tt throughout the
message
o Use a tcnethatis proRr forconveyinginfomationand isalso
friendlyandmotivatedby a desiretobe helpful.
o Edityourproseforeconomyandlogic.
(
I
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